Hierarchical clustering has been shown to be valuable in many scenarios, e.g. catalogues, biology research, image processing, and so on. Despite its usefulness to many situations, there is no agreed methodology on how to properly evaluate the hierarchies produced from different techniques, particularly in the case where ground-truth labels are unavailable. This motivates us to propose a framework for assessing the quality of hierarchical clustering allocations which covers the case of no ground-truth information. Such a quality measurement is useful, for example, to assess the hierarchical structures used by online retailer websites to display their product catalogues. Differently to all the previous measures and metrics, our framework tackles the evaluation from a decision theoretic perspective. We model the process as a bot searching stochastically for items in the hierarchy and establish a measure representing the degree to which the hierarchy supports this search. We employ the concept of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) to model the uncertainty, the decision making, and the cognitive return for searchers in such a scenario. In this paper, we fully discuss the modelling details and demonstrate its application on some datasets.
Introduction
Hierarchical clustering analysis has been applied in many E-commerce and scientific applications. The process generates a collection of nested clusters that group the data in a connected structure (Balcan et al., 2014) , forming a hierarchy. The hierarchy is represented by a tree data structure where each node contains a number of data items. Such a structured organization of the items is useful for tasks such as efficient search. Searchers can navigate through the catalogue of items by choosing a path through the hierarchy and can thus avoid the cost of a linear search through the entire catalogue of items. If the hierarchy is well organized into coherent clusters, then finding the correct path to the required item is easy. Clearly, there are multiple ways of clustering the same items and organizing their hierarchies. However, evaluating the quality of a hierarchy still needs more substantial study, especially for data that lacks a ground-truth hierarchy. The evaluation of hierarchical structures is the focus of this paper.
For example, consider on-line retailers and the customers who access them. When looking for specific items, customers are in essence navigating the hierarchies hosted by the website. Different clusters and hierarchies will probably provide divergent levels of user experience with respect to searching and navigating, even for the same users. For example, imagine that a female jeans is mistakenly placed in a branch of a certain hierarchy, labelled "clothes → trousers → jeans → males" . The user will expect that the jeans are contained along the branch "clothes → trousers → jeans → females", and thus will surely fail to retrieve the required item in that terrible hierarchy (e.g. Figure 1a ). As another example, Figure 1b shows that a searcher may be confused and possibly go to the wrong route when trying to find the Harry Potter DVD. Is it more so an action movie than a drama movie? In this second example, it may well be the case that each cluster contains a coherent set of items, but their hierarchical organization makes it difficult for a searcher to choose the correct path. Such observations motivate an evaluation function that accounts for the structure as much as the item to cluster assignments.
In the scenario that we consider here, all items stored in the sub-tree rooted at a node in the hierarchy are available for consideration by a searcher who stops at that node. For instance, a searcher stopping at the drama node could consider in turn all the DVDs, "Harry Potter", "Lord of the Rings", "Star Wars", and so on. The further the searcher descends in the hierarchy, the fewer items that need to be considered once the 2 searcher stops to search, thus increasing search efficiency, provided that a correct path in the hierarchy is taken. Why another evaluation function? There are many evaluation functions already proposed to measure the quality of flat clusterings, with or without ground-truth data. Any of these measures can be applied to a hierarchical clustering, once an appropriate cut of the hierarchy is chosen. Such measures do give feedback on the coherence of the clusters and/or their agreement with a ground truth. However, there is relatively little research that has proposed measures that take the structural organization of the hierarchy into account and we believe that this is critical in order to properly evaluate hierarchies in the context that we have in mind. In particular, we see two specific uses for the methodology that we propose in this paper. Firstly, the measure that we propose can be used as a standalone quality measure for evaluating hierarchies generated from different algorithms. Secondly, as many hierarchical clustering algorithms require the setting of hyper-parameters that have a significant influence on the structures found by the algorithm, we offer the proposed objective as a means for guiding hyper-parameter tuning for hierarchical clustering algorithms. For instance, this measure (or an approximation) can act as an objective function or a regularization factor for tuning the hyper-parameters for the hierarchical clustering algorithms. As demonstrated in (Kobren et al., 2017) , many hierarchical clustering algorithms preserve hyper-parameters and might possibly be further improved with our function.
Problem Statement
As regards the motivation, the problem is simply stated: assume we host a catalogue of items on a website. Having run many hierarchical clustering algorithms in order to find a good organization of the catalogue, we would like to find out which hierarchy is the best one to use. Thus, it is necessary to compare the hierarchies with respect to certain properties, in particular when the data is large and manual checking is implausible. Specifically, we seek a manner to map each hierarchy to a real-valued quality score, with which the hierarchies can be ordered in terms of their relative merits with respect to these properties.
Technically, we detail the problem as follows. Consider a dataset consisting of a collection of items D = {d n } N n=1 , which may correspond to documents or products in a catalogue. A hierarchical clustering is a set of nested clusters of the dataset arranged in a tree T . Each node of the tree has associated with it a sub-set or cluster of the collection, and the child nodes of any node are associated with a partition of the parent's cluster. The root node is associated with the entire collection, and if an item belongs to any particular node in T , it also belongs to all of its ancestor nodes. Assume that the hierarchy consists of a set of clusters C. For c, c ′ ∈ C, we write (c, c ′ ) ∈ T to denote a directed edge in T , such that c is the parent of c ′ . Furthermore, we define that C(c) returns the set of children of c. The goal is to seek a measure mapping T to a real value, which reflects the quality of the hierarchical arrangement, from the point of view of supporting efficient search for a target item in the collection. In our scenario, a searcher starts from the root and traverses the hierarchy until stopping and searching for the target through all the items stored at that node. The further the searcher descends the hierarchy, the fewer items need to be searched at the stopping point. However, during the navigation, the searcher may be unsure about which child node contains the target and therefore may encounter difficulties in choosing the right node to which to navigate. A good hierarchy should ease the navigation task and reduce the search effort.
Summary of Modelling
This work aims to arrive at a quantitative quality measure for a given hierarchical arrangement of a catalogue of items, where in a typical use-case, the items are products in a large catalogue offered by an on-line retailer. Our scenario is that of a search bot seeking a specific target item and so we develop the measure by modelling a simplified search process but one which we believe is sufficient to capture the important features of the hierarchy that determine its suitability to support efficient search.
In practice, real searches may follow arbitrarily complex search patterns. Users may start a search, abandon it, start again but remembering what they observed in their previous search, backtrack along a search path and so on. It is not our goal to provide a model of all possible search strategies but rather to measure the hierarchy's ability to support the decisions that typically must be made during search. In this regard, a hierarchical arrangement that allows fast filtering of the catalogue is preferred i.e. one whose depth is logarithmic rather than linear in the catalogue size. But this is not enough. At decision points in which the search space is reduced by choosing a particular path, with high probability, it should be possible to make a good decision that focuses attention to the part of the hierarchy that contains the target item.
It is intuitive to model this process of decision making under uncertainty as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). MDPs are concerned with the problem of determining a decision policy that optimizes the cumulative reward obtained when applying this policy over some time horizon. In an initial model, we proposed such an MDP (Moreno et al., 2017) to tackle the problem of evaluating hierarchies. In our model, the quality of the hierarchy corresponds to the expected cumulative reward that a search bot will obtain when searching for target items, using a particular search policy, where the reward is a function of whether and how efficiently the target is found. Noteworthy in this initial effort is that our quality measure depended not only on the hierarchy itself, but also on the policy used to determine the action at each decision point.
The work in this paper proposes a novel framework by extending the original MDP model by proposing a reasonable search policy, which we posit provides a good model for how a real searcher may be expected to behave. This removes the policy as an input to the proposed quality measure. Key to our new framework, is that we explicitly model the searcher's lack of knowledge about the environment and this leads us to extend from an MDP framework, to a Partially Observed MDP (POMDP) framework. The POMDP allows us to directly model that a searcher is not able to directly observe the correct path. In a POMDP, the searcher's uncertainty about the state space is modelled as a belief function and the model specifies how belief is updated when observations are made. By tracking how the searcher's observations lead to an update in her belief, we are in a position to apply the machinery of POMDPs to address the question of what policy a searcher should use that best exploits her current beliefs. In our opinion, this extension to the initial model brings us closer to a pure measure of a hierarchy's innate quality, rather than a measure of an individual searcher's ability to navigate the hierarchy. Finally, we coin the measure Hierarchy Quality for Search (HQS).
Organization of the Paper
In the rest of the paper, we show the related works in Section 2. After this, we discuss the model in Sections 3 and 4 and the policy choice in Section 5. Then, a mini section Section 6 summarizes the design: the requirements, the challenges and the solutions, which have been addressed individually in the earlier sections. Section 7 carries out a number of case studies to analyse the measure. Finally Section 8 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Examining the state-of-the-art, we can distinguish external and internal measures for evaluating hierarchical clustering. External measures evaluate the hierarchy in comparison to a ground-truth hierarchy and include measures such as Shannon's entropy and F-score (Steinbach et al., 2002) . Internal measures compare clusters without using a ground-truth. This class includes the modified Hubert Gamma statistic, CalinskiHarabasz index, Dunn's index, and Silhouette index, etc. (Liu et al., 2013) . These measures are originally designed for flat clustering and lack the principal for evaluating the hierarchical arrangement (Johnson et al., 2013) .
Recently Johnson et al. (2013) extended the Rand index to evaluate the hierarchy structure while their approach relies on the availability of ground-truth clusters. Before this, Cigarran et al. (2005) proposed a goal-oriented measure considering the content of the cluster, the hierarchical arrangement and the navigation cost. We observe that hierarchical clustering measures have hardly addressed the need to understand the convenience for the search and navigation efficiency provided by a hierarchy, accounting for the cognitive cost of choosing a correct path at each branch of the hierarchy. In our previous work (Moreno et al., 2017) , we introduce the concept of using MDPs to model the evaluation. This paper extends from that work in two main directions. The first is that we use a POMDP to model the searcher's lack of the environment knowledge which is closer to a real-world scenario. Secondly, we specify a specific stochastic search policy to model typical search behaviour, while the existing work considered the policy as an input parameter to the measure.
There exist plenty of high quality works addressing the issue of acting optimally in POMDPs, such as (Cassandra et al., 1994; Boutilier and Poole, 1996; Meuleau et al., 1999) . Also, many solutions to finding near-optimal policies exist for reducing the computational cost without heavily violating the pay-off, e.g., Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2002; Kearns and Singh, 2002; Fard and Pineau, 2011; Silver and Veness, 2010; Gosavi and Purohit, 2011; Somani et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2017) . With regard to on-line policies in POMDPs, Ross et al. (2008b) elaborates on three main approaches: heuristic search, Monte Carlo sampling, and branch-and-bound pruning. Later, Somani et al. (2013) proposed an improved on-line policy that decreases the size of policy search trees via regularization. These methods allow more a longer look-ahead than is feasible in our problem. There is a similar optimal stopping problem to the one we introduce here, named "Asset selling", which was solved by Sakaguchi (1961) . However, that problem assumes that the decision maker knows the distribution of the sequentially incoming offers and the cost is constant; thus, one can use calculus to compute the optimal expected reward. This also does not perfectly fit to our problem.
We realize that Fern et al. (2007 Fern et al. ( , 2014 employed POMDP to help people with dementia to best achieve their goals. These works inspire us to select a myopic policy in solving our model, as a myopic configuration is shown sufficient in real-world applications. Our work is similar to this literature in terms of using POMDP to solve the problems in a specific domain although the target tasks are distinct.
Scenario and Model
In this section, we describe the scenario being considered. A rational automatic bot needs to search for a certain item contained in a hierarchy. At each decision point, the bot is allowed to perform one move down the hierarchy or look up the target at the current location. Before looking into a certain cluster, the bot is unsure whether or not the target is contained in this cluster. No doubt, after the search and navigation, the bot will receive a positive reward if it finds the target or a penalty otherwise. In this search scenario, we specifically disallow backtracking. Our justification is that, firstly, if backtracking were enabled, the bot might face the dilemma of spending a long time seeking just one item in a large, poorly structured hierarchy, which would make our evaluation really inefficient or even intractable; and secondly, the search strategy need only be sufficiently complex to allow the quality of the hierarchy to be assessed and we argue that following a single path, with possible re-starting in the case that the target is not found, is sufficient to assess a hierarchy's ability to support a bot's correct decision making.
The bot must make decisions based on its imperfect knowledge of the environment. We imagine another role, which we call the oracle. The oracle knows the entire hierarchy and, in particular, knows the exact location of the target. The oracle can compute the true long term reward obtained by the bot in carrying out its search. We call this long term reward the oracle value. The bot, on the other hand, makes its decisions based on the expected reward over its beliefs. The relationship between the bot and the oracle is analogous to that between the student and the teacher in an examination scenario. A student obtains a certain degree of knowledge and using it, tries her best to answer the questions, while a teacher knows all the answers to the questions and will mark the paper objectively. It means that the value that the bot seeks to optimize in the POMDP framework, is not necessarily identical to the final reward as determined by the oracle. A student who applies an optimal policy to fully exploit her prior knowledge may still receive a terrible outcome if her knowledge is imperfect.
This point illustrates that prior knowledge plays a vital role in the student's performance in her examination and similarly in the success of the bot's search strategy. In our model we will propose a guidance function-which we call the η function-that compresses the information about the hierarchy that will be generated and conveyed to the bot. Such a function serves as the domain knowledge to the bot which will assist its decision making. The knowledge encapsulated in η will be produced by the attributes of the hierarchy and it makes η a factor for assessing the quality of the hierarchy. For a bad hierarchy, the η function might point the bot to a rather wrong position. Returning to our first example where a female jeans has been mistakenly placed in the branch "dress → trousers → jeans → males" in a certain hierarchy (see Figure 1a) , even though the bot may choose a path of "dress → trousers → jeans → females" that optimizes its expected reward over its belief that this is the correct path, it will definitely fail to retrieve the 6 item in that terrible hierarchy and its true reward, as computed by the oracle, will be minimal.
POMDP Specification
A conventional POMDP is solely an MDP with additional observations, belief state and belief estimator (Cassandra et al., 1994; Kaelbling et al., 1998) . Some classes of POMDPs also involve an internal state about intents, feedback, or memory of actions etc; but such complexity is less commonly seen (Aberdeen and Baxter, 2002; Thomson and Young, 2010; Lam and Sastry, 2014) . Although Kaelbling et al. (1998) argues that a belief state can be anything, most research works adopt the setting that it is a probability distribution over the states. Fixing the search target of the bot as item x, we model the search of the hierarchy as the POMDP P x = S, A, T, R, Z, O, γ , such that
• S is the finite state space.
• A is the set of possible actions.
, represents the probability of moving to state s ′ from s using action a.
• R : S × A × S → R assigns the expected immediate reward, R(s, a, s ′ ), to the resulting state s ′ after the bot selecting action a in state s.
• O is the observation set.
•
is the probability function for the observations. We have Z(s, a, o) = p(o | a, s) which reads as the probability of observing o ∈ O when reaching the state s through action a.
• γ is the discount factor.
Next, we discuss the specification of the model.
States
States in the POMDP represent the status of the search at a particular point during the search process after an action is taken. The target x is fixed at some leaf of the hierarchy and will therefore be found if a search is carried out at any internal node along the single fixed path from the root to that leaf. At any particular point, the bot is exploring a certain node, c, in the hierarchy. Hence, our model defines that each state is a joint event consisting of 1) the physical location c of the bot, and 2) a Boolean variable indicating whether the bot is still in the right path:
where ∅ is the terminal point which will be reached after the bot chooses to stop and search. Accordingly, ∅, 1 is the state representing that the bot stops and the stopping node contains the item, likewise ∅, 0 represents stopping but not finding the item.
Actions
Before introducing the action set, it is important for us to discuss the concept guidance function.
Guidance Function
A guidance function η :
provides the search bot with evidence as to the correct path on which to search for an item x ∈ D. Specifically, η(c, c
′ , x) represents the bot's belief that the target x is contained in a cluster c ′ , given that it is in cluster c, where (c, c ′ ) ∈ T . We have that
From now on, we omit x in the η function, since the discussions about η will always concentrate on one specific x. The purpose of the η function is to summarize the information available in the hierarchy which will guide the bot's behaviour. It is represented as a discrete probability density function that determines how probable it is that a certain child may be the correct node given its parent node is on the right path. The function can be viewed as the prior domain knowledge that the bot learns about the hierarchy. We design it on top of the similarities between the target item and the different clusters.
Specifically, we write η :
Here, S(x, c) is the similarity function between the item x and the cluster c. This can be any kind of similarity that is used in measuring clustering results. Leaving the choice of similarity function open adds flexibility to the measure by allowing the users to customize the comparison for various hierarchies of specific datasets. For instance, a simple choice is the inverse or the negative of Euclidean distance, assuming items can be mapped to points in R n ; Bayesian methods could use a similarity based on a distribution density; and if items are represented as Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectors of textual data, then cosine similarity might be appropriate, and so on. As we can see, the η function returns a higher probability score for the node c ′ that is "closest" to x among the siblings. The parameter δ is a "temperature" parameter in this well known Boltzmann function. We adopt such a function in order to handle cases where none of the children is similar to the target. For instance, suppose there are two child clusters A and B of parent C such that S(x, A) < s ǫ and S(x, B) < s ǫ for some similarity value s ǫ ≈ 0, and yet S(x, A) ≪ S(x, B). A simple normalisation of similarity values would result in η(C, A) ≈ 1, while in reality, for two such terrible clusters, it would be better to have η(C, A) ≈ η(C, B). Deep in the hierarchy, the bot should only choose to descend to a cluster when the evidence that it contains the target is strong. A δ parameter that increases with the depth of the tree ensures that the similarity values between two clusters must be more and more distinct deeper in the tree before one cluster is preferred over another. Therefore, δ can be defined as a function over the depth of the hierarchy, such that δ t δ base ν t where ν ∈ [1, ∞). Setting ν = 1 makes δ time-invariant.
Action Set
It is well known that optimal policies for MDPs (and consequently POMDPs) are deterministic. Yet in reality all searchers do not behave in the same way, even given the same feedback. As our measure should represent the quality of the hierarchy for a typical searcher, we capture the many possible search behaviours by modelling that the bot searches stochastically. Nevertheless, our measure should focus on rational search behaviour, rather than on fully random search. The proposed framework allows us to capture this rationality by exposing part of the search behaviour to rational decision making. Hence, we impose randomness in the manner in which child nodes are selected by a searcher and expose only the decision of whether to descend through the hierarchy or not-i.e. whether or not to exploit the structure of the hierarchy-to the bot's decisionmaking logic. We design the bot to move randomly according to the guidance function η(·). Specifically, given a set of children C(c) of parent c, the bot moves to a child c ′ with probability η(c, c ′ ). Thus, when the bot decides to descend the hierarchy by another step, it moves stochastically according to the guidance function.
With the above rationale, the action set contains only two actions: descend a d and stay a s , corresponding to the choices of descending the hierarchy to another level, or stopping and searching for the target at the current node. The bot can choose to stop and search at any decision point and this is the only possible action for the states related to the leaf nodes in the hierarchy. When a s is performed, the bot reaches the terminal point ∅.
Transitions
If the bot chooses to stay and search, the transition is fixed and the bot can fully observe the outcome. That is, given that it has reached ∅, it knows whether it is in ∅, 0 or ∅, 1 . For the descent action, the bot estimates the transition i.e. it computeŝ T such thatT (s, a, s ′ ) =p(s ′ | s, a). The transitionT is controlled by an η function that determines the selection of which child node to move to. Note that in traditional MDP and POMDP problems, the unknown transitions are handled by the reinforcement learning (RL) methodology, such that the bot can explore by choosing certain actions and can approximate the transition probabilities by the ratio of the number of ending states over all the attempts (Duff, 2002; Ross et al., 2008a; Ng et al., 2012) . Our bot lacks such machinery, and so sticks to its prior domain knowledge. As a consequence, the domain knowledge is the main force that drives the bot to succeed or fail in its task.
Let g c be the Boolean variable associated with a node c encapsulated in a state s. We decompose the transition probability of applying a d for the various cases. For c ′ ∈ C(c), s = c, g c and s
where the last step follows from the stochastic descent process described in the previous section. On the other hand, the η function is also used for the estimatep(g c ′ | g c ) and has the following formulation:
Combining, the estimated transition probabilities are only positive when the next state encapsulates a child node in the hierarchy and, furthermore, indicates that the path is correct, only if the current state is already on the correct path. Overall, for a d , we get, for all c ∈ T , c ′ ∈ C(c):
Rewards
In our POMDP, only when the bot stops and searches is non-zero reward obtained; navigating earns 0 reward. Moreover, stopping at and searching in a node with fewer items gives the bot a higher cognitive pay-off which provides the motivation for the bot to traverse down the tree. In particular, we have
where c are the locations encapsulated in s. We assign −1 to searching at a wrong node. One can customize r(·) as long as it is monotonically decreasing with the size of the input cluster to be searched. In particular, we use the following function to approximate the ease of searching within a collection of items:
where |c| is the number of items at c and N = |D| is the size of the dataset.
Observations
The observations after exploration (i.e. after choosing a d ) are the locations of the bot in the hierarchy, the children, some abstract summaries from the children, and so on. Considering that this information is fixed and unique for each location that the bot arrives at, we pack all this information into one indexed observation. This observation directly affects our belief update function. After choosing a s , the observations are whether or not the target is found in the current node.
Observation Probabilities
Recall that Z(s, a, o) = p(o | s, a) and the observation is the location of the bot. It is trivial to see
e. when the bot navigates to a new node c ′ , the observation tells it the exact location that it has arrived at.
Belief Update
As states are not directly observable, the bot maintains its belief state b as a probability function over the states, which it updates after every action. Belief updates can be represented using the belief update function, τ , where b ′ = τ (b, a, o), is the updated belief when observation o is made after action a is applied in belief state b. By Bayes' Theorem,
where p(o | a, b) can be regarded as the normalization factor (Kaelbling et al., 1998; Ross et al., 2008b) . In our scenario, the belief update after a s is trivial. For a d , the probability
Assuming that the bot is in location c and decides to move, we consider the following equation for each possible child c ′ ∈ C(c), such that the new state is s
Specifically,
Similarly, we have
and, as discussed earlier, for other states, s ′′ , not related to c ′ , b ′ (s ′′ ) = 0. To compute the normalizing constant, when a = a d , we have that
which gives a final belief update rule of
Note that p(o | b, a s ) = 1 for reaching the terminal state, such that o = ∅. Let us denote by s = s t the state reached after t update steps, with similar subscripting for b and c. The root node is c 0 . Throughout our analysis, we assume that the targetx is certainly contained inside the hierarchy and hence, the bot always starts in state c 0 , 1 . It follows that b( c 0 , 1 ) = 1.
Through induction, we arrive at a simple expression for the belief state when the search has reached node c T at time stamp, T > 0.
while b T (s) = 0 for all other states s. In interpretation, once the bot physically reaches a node c, the belief state of c, 1 is simply the probability of reaching this node from the root, and that of c, 0 is the residual, 1 − b T ( c, 1 ). Moreover, since there is no backtracking, there is exactly one belief state associated with each node c ∈ T , which, if {c 0 , . . . , c T = c} is the unique path from the root to c, is fully determined by the value b c b T ( c T , 1 ) and we can simply write, for c ′ ∈ C(c), the belief update as
Discount Factor
In our setting, the POMDP can only take a finite sets of steps, since the process must terminate after a leaf node is reached. Without an infinite time horizon, it is sufficient to set γ = 1.
Value Function
The most commonly used objective that drives policy selection in an MDP is the discounted long term reward, t=0 γ t R t where R t is the reward obtained at time stamp t. An MDP typically seeks a policy to maximize the value function, V , corresponding to the expected discounted long term reward, where the expectation is over all states that may be explored by the sequence of actions specified by the policy. To solve a POMDP is to search for a policy π that maximizes the value function, V π (b), corresponding to the cumulative expected reward over the beliefs. In particular, let
Then, the belief value function of a policy π is given by
where π(b, a) is the probability that action a is selected in belief state b. The optimal value V * (b) with a corresponding deterministic policy to choose action a * can be written as a Bellman equation:
where
This last expression shows that the POMDP may be interpreted as an MDP over belief states with p(o | b, a) the transition probability for moving from belief state b to belief state τ (b, a, o). Given our problem with its specific reward function, let T be the step at which a terminal state ∅, 0 or ∅, 1 is reached. The cumulative reward is given by
Given a policy π learned over the POMDP, it is natural to examine V of this policy in the underlying MDP (Singh et al., 1994) , that arises from the POMDP when the states are fully known. For our model, this is exactly the oracle value we discussed earlier. In our case, V corresponds to knowing after each step whether the bot is still on the right path. Despite this, the policy is chosen to maximize the belief value V π (b).
Example of the POMDP
Consider a search over the three-node hierarchy presented in Figure 2 , for which there are eight possible states: The POMDP for this simple tree yields belief states b c0 , b c1 , b c2 when the bot is at the corresponding node, and the trivial belief states at the fully observed terminal states ∅, 1 and ∅, 0 . The bot moves using the guidance function valuesη η(c 0 , c 1 ) and η(c 0 , c 2 ) = 1 −η to determine the next node when the action a d is selected. The set of reachable belief states is represented in an AND-OR tree in Figure 3 (see a similar figure in Ross et al. (2008b) ). In this figure, an action must be chosen at an OR node, the choice of which leads to the set belief states, over all possible observations, that must be considered at the AND nodes. Expected rewards, R(b, a) are represented on the arcs from OR-to AND-nodes, while the transition probabilities p(o | b, a) are represented on the arcs from AND-to OR-nodes. Working from the leaf nodes back to the root, we can read from the tree that action a s at node c 0 , would lead to an expected reward of
while action a d at c 0 would lead to an expected reward of
where the second expression above uses Equation (5) to obtain b c1 =ηb c0 and b c2 = (1 −η)b c0 .
bc 0 bc 0 (1 + r(c 0 )) − 1 0
as as
Figure 3: An AND-OR tree of reachable belief states from node c 0 of the three-node hierarchy of Figure 2 
Hierarchy Quality for Search
The HQS is defined by the weighted mean of the expected return for searching all items with a certain policy. In particular, we apply the policy discussed in Section 5 to compute the expected reward V x of searching x. Eventually, we define HQS to be
Figure 4 depicts the entire flow. 
Solving the POMDP
There are two main categories of POMDP solvers. The first category consists of off-line methods that either learn the whole environment prior to determining the policy or that learn it through reinforcement learning (RL). The second category consists of on-line planners that solve the POMDP in a real-time decision making setting with the assumption that there is no control over all the states. We appeal to on-line planners as they better simulate the situation that the bot makes decisions as the search proceeds. Also off-line methods would make the process intractable for the evaluation task.
One remarkable on-line planner POMCP (Silver and Veness, 2010) , is a Monte-Carlo approach that also integrates RL into its real-time decision making. With a sufficiently large number of samples, POMCP is able to plan a policy that earns a good underlying MDP value regardless of the belief states.
This contradicts with what we expect from the role of belief in our model. If the guidance function is weak, then we expect that this should be reflected in a belief function that leads to a poor reward for the underlying MDP, as it should tend to lead the bot on a path not containing the target. A sophisticated policy that overcomes this weakness, is not of interest in our setting. Hence, the bot chooses the Real-Time Belief Space Search (RTBSS) planner to seek the policy (Paquet et al., 2005a,b; Ross et al., 2008b) . In our configuration of this planner, at each decision point, the bot is restricted to learn the required information only of the immediate children, limiting it to only one layer down in the hierarchy. From the point-of-view of the planner, this corresponds to two lookaheads, where the bot can compare stopping and searching at the current node, with the two steps of descending to a node on the next layer down and then stopping.
RTBSS
Algorithm 1 demonstrates the original RTBSS procedure as presented in (Ross et al., 2008b) . It heavily relies on the function Expand(b, a) in Algorithm 2 to explore the POMDP. The Boolean function IsLeaf(b) returns true if the only belief states reachable from b with non-zero probability are the terminal states. RTBSS is a greedy algorithm that explores a lower-bound on the optimal V (b) using a diversity of actions within a limited number of look-aheads and selects the policy that maximizes this lowerbound. Considering that the look-aheads are capped, this can also be described as a myopic policy and so follows the proposal in (Fern et al., 2007) to use myopic heuristics for approximating the Q value for each belief-action pair to alleviate the intractable computations in a POMDP.
We present the specialization of the RTBSS planner to our setting in Algorithm 3. At each decision point t, the algorithm calculates Q(b t , a s ), the Q-value of stopping and searching at the current node and an estimate for descending,Q(b t , a d ), obtained by assuming that the child nodes are leaf nodes, or equivalently, by taking the value of a second descent step, Q(b t+1 , a d ) to be 0. In particular, we have
Algorithm 1: RTBSS input : d, the maximum look-aheads which is fixed to 2 in our settings output: π, the policy function
Algorithm 2: Expand input : b, the current belief state input : d, the number of levels to explore, must be ≥ 0 output: L * , optimal lower bound output: a * , optimal action
Our simplified algorithm provides a belief-based policy for descending through the hierarchy, which at any given node determines whether to descend further or to stop. We measure the quality of the hierarchy as the oracle value, i.e. the value of this policy in the underlying MDP. Since the reward function always outputs −1 whenever the policy leads to a wrong path, to compute this oracle value, we only need to focus on the correct path. This observation makes running the evaluation much more efficient than otherwise.
Algorithm 3: Simplified RTBSS Policy specified for HQS
// focus on the o in the right path only
The bot can only choose to stay at a leaf node
In particular, now using {c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c T } to denote the correct path containing the target item x, the oracle value is simply:
given c 0 is the root node of the hierarchy. One can intuitively see that the bot moves randomly according to η(·), and when it stops at some time step T , the probability of obtaining a positive reward is simply the probability that the guidance function led it along the right path. Its stopping point is determined by the calculation of its expected reward over its belief that it is on the right path. Note that, given 0 ≤ r(·) ≤ 1, it follows that −1 ≤ V x ≤ 1 which matches our intuition that if there are fewer items stored in the node at which the bot stops and the uncertainty of reaching this node is smaller, the bot achieves a higher value. The stopping point T , is the key output of the belief-based policy obtains that determines the oracle value.
Time Complexity
Solving a finitely horizontal POMDP is PSPACE-complete (Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987) , while luckily it does not apply to our case. Consider the HQS calculation for a single target x. Let F (S) represent the complexity of calculating the similarity between x and a cluster. Let us reasonably assume that each non-root node has at least one sibling in the hierarchy. For the data with N entries and corresponding hierarchy with M * nodes, the maximum M * is 2N − 1. This holds when the tree splits one data point as a leaf and all others remain as one cluster, until all points become leaves. Least optimally, the searcher needs to estimate the return at all nodes for a certain target, which will 17 be in O(M * ). However, the policy can still be pruned as reaching a wrong node finally receives the reward −1. Accordingly the reward computation can concentrate on the path wherein each node contains the target. Denote the number of children of the t th parent in the right path by N t . The complexity will then follow O( t N t ) = O(M * N ) which is thus O(N 2 ). Hereafter, the guidance function requires O(N 2 F (S)) computations given that O(F (S)) is the complexity for calculating the similarity for a data point to a cluster-which will be polynomial for most commonly used similarity choices.
Even though, the average case for the height of a tree is always logarithmic. We can write the average complexity of searching for a target as O(a log a M ) = O(a log a N ) where a is a constant for the number of children. The average case for the HQS is therefore O(a log a N · N F (S)) = O (N log N F (S) ). The polynomial result concludes that HQS is practically applicable.
HQS Design Summary
To summarise the motivation and methodology behind our proposed HQS measure, Table 1 lists the challenges we have addressed and how these have been handled within our proposed framework.
Experimental Study
This section is devoted to some case studies. For convenience, we select N = 12 items from the Amazon data 1 (McAuley et al., 2015) . This dataset consists of images, descriptions, user ratings and reviews for goods in the Amazon catalogue. In this study, we use the textual data associated with each item, and base the guidance function on a TF-IDF similarity score. The motivation is to choose commonly seen daily life products and manually construct a number of hierarchies, varying their quality. Restricting to just 12 items ensures that the hierarchies can be intuitively assessed by inspection. We also limit the maximum depth of the hierarchy to be log 2 (N ) = log 2 (12) ≈ 3 since each internal node should be split to at least two children.
This approach can help us quickly identify how the HQS works by assessing whether it orders the hierarchies in the expected manner.
The Selected Items
Some numerical details about the items are displayed in Tables A.8 and A.9 which are in the appendix. In the latter analysis, we refer items with their indices that are decided in Tables A. 8 and A.9 . The left column is the title of the item, and the second column contains the top 10 terms in the title and the description of the item, with the corresponding TF-IDF score in the parenthesis. As the examples all come from the large fashion category, the TF-IDF score is computed only on this subset of the Amazon data. However, when computing the similarities, we still consider all the features without any feature selection techniques given the small number of items. Limit the bot not to be too smart E.g., POMCP ignores the external belief and guides the bot to find the target with a high probability
Greedy optimisation-RTBSS
Since the data is represented by TF-IDF vectors, which we write as v x for item x. We define the similarity function S(x, c) as follows
It is in spirit similar to average link in the Agglomerative Clustering (Day and Edelsbrunner, 1984) . We deem it necessary to exclude x itself from computing the similarities over a non-singleton cluster, since the maximum cosine similarity between x and the other items is only 0.11 in the selected samples, and hence the cosine of x with itself would dominate the similarity score.
For the guidance function in our experiments, we set δ = .01 which helps us increase the weight of the best cluster and ensure that the cluster with largest similarities to the datum, has a dominant η value. In these cases, the tree depths are small and none of the similarities of items-to-groups is not as terrible as we described in Table 1 . Therefore, we don't consider a time-variant δ, i.e. we set δ base = .01 and ν = 1 in δ base ν t .
This shows the advantages of allowing the users to customize the similarity function and the guidance function to fit the use-case scenario.
Tested Hierarchies
Now, we would like to analyse the HQS scores with respect to the ground-truth hierarchy and four other hierarchies as shown in Figure 5 , where Hierarchy A is the ground truth obtained from the labels provided in the Amazon dataset. Hierarchies B and C are randomly generated hierarchies. Finally, hierarchy D is constructed to be deliberately poor. All items in each leaf cluster have different ground-truth labels. For example, "Whitener", "Biker Boot Straps", and "Ultrasonic Cleaner" in the cluster 0 of hierarchy D are all in separate clusters according to the Amazon organization. Ideally, the ground truth hierarchy A should provide the best score and hierarchy D should provide the worst score among these five hierarchies. In Section 7.3, we show the HQSs of these 5 hierarchies and then show the detailed steps of how HQS works along with hierarchies with different structures. Additionally, hierarchy E is constructed on purpose which shows that a hierarchy which is rather different from the ground-truth hierarchy can also be identified as a good hierarchy. Table 2 shows the HQS results of the 5 different hierarchies in Figure 5 . As we can see from the table, the ground truth hierarchy (hierarchy A) provides the highest HQS score (0.5715), followed by randomly generated hierarchies B and C. Hierarchy D provides the worst HQS score (-0.8477). Thus, in this example, the HQS scoring scheme agrees with our intuition. Finally, hierarchy E obtains a relatively high HQS (0.3266) as we expected. We believe this is a reasonable quality ranking of the hierarchies for the five hierarchies.
Hence, we specify how the policy propagates step-by-step for hierarchies A and B as an example. After analyzing each case, we discuss the characteristics of the HQS.
Hierarchy A
First of all, we detail how the HQS analyses the ground truth hierarchy Figure 5a . This hierarchy is generated given the ground truth chained labels of the items. For instance, node 4 refers to "Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry", node 7 refers to "Women", and 5 refers to "Shoe Care & Accessories" etc.
Let us check through the process for item x 0 , "Women Boots". It starts with the root node, where b( c 9 , 1 ) = 1. Hence, staying and searching now earns an estimate Q(b 0 , a s ) = 0. Now, the similarities x 0 with the child nodes are as follows: Hierarchy A is the ground truth hierarchy from the data itself, hierarchies B and C are the randomly generated ones, hierarchy D is deliberately generated with all items in each leaf cluster belong to different labels, and hierarchy E is a good hierarchy which is clustered differently to the ground-truth. The number at each node is the corresponding index.
and it follows that η(c 9 , c 7 ) = .9987 η(c 9 , c 8 ) = .0013 .
Apparently, both nodes have 6 items and so that the reward for staying at both nodes are equal, 0.6226. It follows that a d ) , the bot selects action a d , and it stochastically moves to the right node with probability .9986. From c 7 to c 4 , it is a straight move as the estimates will be equal and should be encouraged to explore a better chance for a higher total value. The next move is more interesting. Let us review that cluster c 0 refers to "Boots" and c 3 refers to "Fashion Sneakers" under the category chain "All -Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry -Women" (c 9 , c 7 , c 4 ). Now, the similarities return S(x 0 , c 0 ) = .06, S(x 0 , c 3 ) = .061 and we obtain η(c 4 , c 0 ) = .4158 and η(c 4 , c 3 ) = .5829. Which suggests that x 0 more strongly belongs to cluster c 3 than to c 0 , the cluster it is assigned to. In fact, if we look at cluster c 3 , its items "Women Runner", "Women Sneaker" and "Women Trainer" are highly close to "Women Boots" in some sense. It turns out that, after computing the Q-values of a s and a d , the bot decides to stop at node c 4 , since it is not sufficiently confident that another descent step will lead to greater reward. Finally, the oracle value V x0 is .6203, a good score, but short of the maximum reward which captures the lack of clarity between the clusters at the lower levels of the hierarchy for this data item. This suggests that our method gives a rather reasonable measurement in this case.
Another interesting example is x 7 , the "Dye Kit". It starts navigating wrong actually at the first level. The similarities S(x 7 , c 7 ) and S(x 7 , c 8 ) return .0367 and .0297 respectively. It belongs to c 8 while the measurement prefers c 7 . In fact, "Dye Kit" is close to the shoe items in cluster c 7 , but also close to the items "Shoe Cleaner" and "Whitener" in cluster c 8 , as they are also cleaning tools (for jewellery). As it stands, the bot will be guided to the wrong node and hence will obtain a negative reward. It can be argued that this is due to a weakness of the similarity measure, as much as the clustering but it could well be the case that the situation would be avoided with more data items.
A summary of all items' single HQS score is shown in Table 3 . The bot is not confident to descend to the bottom of the hierarchy for all the cases, and this is reflected in the associated score. The overall average HQS is then .5715 and the average stopping level is 3.42. This hierarchy is good enough to help the bot descend while maintaining a good HQS.
Hierarchy B
The randomly generated hierarchy B is depicted in Figure 5b . In this case, the final HQS is −0.2801 and the average stopping time-stamp is 2.333 out of 3. Examining Table 4, we see that there are six items earning a negative reward as the hierarchy guides them to the "wrong" node. Three more items earn a score of 0, as the bot gets confused at the root level and so that it prefers searching at the root. The remaining three items gain good results.
Interestingly, a random hierarchy does not necessarily achieve an absolute 0 HQS. The measurement carried out by HQS is apparently not linear. 22 Figure 5c achieves its final HQS score of −0.3097 and the average stopping time-stamp is 1.667 out of 2, with item scores shown in Table 5 . Similarly to hierarchy B, there are six items earning a negative reward as the hierarchy has only two items achieving positive scores which are the two in the small cluster, "Biker Boot Straps" and "Silver Cloth" obtain .889234 and 0.878909 respectively. These two items benefit from the fact that the sibling clusters are too diversified, and hence the similarities are diluted compared with the small node which has less diversity. In spite of the two items earning good values, the overall HQS score unveils the fact that the hierarchy is terrible. It indicates that although HQS begins with calculating the values of the bot searching for each item, its final score considers the hierarchy as a whole. Even a terrible hierarchy might enable efficient search for a few items, while there are many more poorly scoring items. Moreover, many items earn 0 as the bot will be confused at the root level and so it prefers searching at the root.
Hierarchy D
For hierarchy D (Figure 5d with item scores shown in Table 6 ), the overall HQS score of −0.8477, and average stopping time-stamp of 2.5 out of 3, reflects the fact that this is a terrible hierarchy. It is our expected worst case and HQS successfully reveals this by returning a score close to the minimum, the worst performing one among the exhibited hierarchies. This indicates that HQS downgrades a random hierarchy largely.
Hierarchy E
Finally, we construct a "good" hierarchy ( Figure 5e with item scores shown in Table 7), while its style is very different to the ground-truth hierarchy. It separates items about jewellery and the items associated with shoes at the first level. Overall, there is only one item, "Shoe Cream" which receives a negative value −.7972. At the first decision point, η(c 8 , c 7 ) is .8894 which leads the bot to move to the wrong node with a dominant probability. The item, given its textual representation, tends to be better associated with the cleaning toolkit. Moreover, "Dye Kit", "Whitener", and "Biker Boot Straps" each achieves a HQS score of 0. For "Dye Kit" and "Whitener", it is rather reasonable as it could be seen better grouped with the jewellery cleaning tools as they belong to the same group according to the ground truth. Interestingly, "Biker Boot Straps" receives the similarities 0.0379 and 0.0375 for c 6 and c 7 respectively. Thus, the bot stops at the root node. Finally, other items perform reasonably well. This implies that the HQS does not devalue hierarchies with different structures to the ground-truth hierarchy as long as the hierarchy provides efficiency for search. 
Discussion of the Results
Based on the studies, we can discover the following characteristics.
The temperature parameter in the Boltzmann distribution has to help the bot find a leading η value within a certain scope, in particular at a higher level. The only exception is that the clusters are all just extremely close to the datum. One can observe that, the bot will only desire to descend when there is a leading η among those for the children, at the current node. Otherwise, the expected belief-based value of (a d , a s ) will be simply smaller than staying at the current node. However, we tend not to remove all this kind of cases for close η weights between the siblings. This may guide us select the temperature parameter.
HQS will highly recommend merging the very similar sibling clusters into one. Imagine that there are two close siblings, which will reduce the chance of obtaining a leading η weight (though this is better than receiving a leading η to the wrong child). With the two extremely close clusters merged, HQS will appreciate that as it helps the bot descend to a deeper level (in the right path) and achieve better reward.
Finally, a HQS score of 1 is the limit, as the relative size of the clusters in which items are found tends to zero, of what can be achieved by a perfect hierarchy in which all items are successfully found by the bot. In practice, even the highest quality hierarchies achieve scores less than unity. Hence, it is worth pointing out that positive scores less than 1, do not indicate that the hierarchy is terrible; in fact, HQS scores should be used as a means of comparing different hierarchies, rather than as an absolute measurement of how good a single hierarchy is.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a POMDP for modelling the uncertainty and the decision making for searchers with regard to search and navigation in a hierarchy. This model can be extended to measuring the quality of the hierarchies. Encouragingly, the current experiments achieve a sensible grading for the performances generated by several algorithms. We deem it the first step towards creating a generic quantitative measure for evaluating hierarchies, accounting for the quality of hierarchical structure along with the item to cluster assignments. Moreover, we hope this work promotes more research on this less active topic-measuring the hierarchy, which may possibly promote creating novel methods in the hierarchical clustering.
There are a number of questions to be further investigated. The model and the policy are improvable so that one could work on the better models and policies. Another critical task is to explore the input parameters for the model, e.g., the reward function for staying and searching inside a node needs more solid function design. 
